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three letter ‘j’

	 Write dge.

dge may only be used to represent the sound ‘j’ after 
the sounds ‘a

1
’, ‘e

1
’, ‘i

1
’, ‘o

1
’ or ‘u

1
’. 

	 Underline dge and read these words.

 bridge badge

 judge hedge

 budge ridge

 porridge wedge

	 Colour the above picture and join it to the right word.

A Pledge

A pledge is a promise. 
When a person makes a pledge they should keep it.

A Grudge

A person holds a grudge if they keep on being angry about 
something which another person did, and want revenge. 
If a person holds a grudge they should not keep it.

	 Write out Leviticus 19:18 which explains what God says about grudges and revenge. 
(In some versions, the word ‘avenge’ or ‘vengeance’ is used instead of ‘revenge’.)

 dge
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 ph   two letter ‘f’

	 Write ph.

	 Underline ph, colour the picture and join it to the correct word.

 telephone elephant

 phrase photograph

Names

Some names of people in the Bible contain ph.
	 Find one in each of the following verses. Write it on the line.

 Genesis 9:18  Genesis 48:1 

 Genesis 37:2  Exodus 2:5 

A boy is his uncle’s nephew.
Are you somebody’s nephew?       yes      no

Here are some names which contain the phonogram ph.

 Boys Girls

 Joseph Josephine (French: i says ‘ee’)

 Philip Philippa
 Ralph Sophie

	 If you know someone who has any of these names, underline it.

Orphans

An orphan has no parents. Orphans need someone to care for 
them. A home for orphans is called an orphanage.
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Here are some words which must have ch or tch on the end.
Look carefully for words which have a single vowel before 
the space. These will have tch. If the word has more than one 
vowel or a consonant before the space, use ch.

	 Write the correct phonogram in the spaces. If you have time, you can draw a small 
picture by any of the words you choose.

 bran  sti  pou

 bea  in  la

 cou  cru es bu er

 per  i  scra

 ki en cock-roa  sna

 wa  pa  pun

 sear  di  mar

	 Now go back to page 13, and read the sentences about Lord Sandwich. See how 
many of the words you can remember which have ch instead of tch after a single 
vowel. Write them on the lines below.

	 Label each picture below with a word ending with ch or tch.
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 ghtwo letter ‘g
1
’

	 Write gh.

gh is only used at the beginning of a base word. There 
are not many words beginning with gh.

For example:   ghost    gherkin

	 Look up the word gherkin in the dictionary. Write the correct word in the spaces 
below:

 A  is a spirit without a body.

 A little pickled cucumber is called a .

	 Read from the Bible in Mark 6:45–50. Answer these questions in sentences.

 What was happening on the water? 

 

 What did the disciples think that Jesus was? 

 

   What did Jesus say to His disciples when they saw Him?

 

 

Ghost Words

ghost gum: an Australian tree with white bark
ghost town: a town which was once filled with people but 

has since been deserted
ghost writer: someone who writes a book for another person 

but is not identified as the author
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The base word of decision is decide.
	 The words below follow this same pattern. Write the base words in the space 

provided.

 explosion   division  

	 Draw an explosion.

Daniel of the Bible had many visions. Daniel 10:4–7 tells about 
a vision he had of a man.
	 Read the verses and write the answers to the questions below:

 What kind of cloth was he dressed in? 

  What was his belt made of? 

  Which precious stone was his body like? 

 What metal were his legs like? 

Most families celebrate special occasions.
	 Write the names of two special occasions which you celebrate together and draw 

a picture for one of them.

    


